In this paper we introduce confluence operators, that are inspired by the existing links between belief revision, update and merging operators. Roughly, update operators can be considered as pointwise revision, whereas revision operators can be considered as special case of merging operators. Confluence operators are to merging operators what update operators are to revision operators. Similarly, update operators can be considered as special case of confluence operators just as revision can be considered as special case of merging operators. Confluence operators gives all possible agreement situations from a set of belief bases.
Introduction
Representing and modeling belief dynamics is a very important issue in Artificial Intelligence, in particular modeling the behaviour of an intelligent autonomous agent. Actually, every autonomous agent has to use a belief base to model a view of the world. The information an agent possesses is precious since it can be costly to obtain and since it is necessary to carry on reasoning tasks or to take the appropriate decisions. So, a first class requirement in order to design intelligent autonomous agents is to try to provide her the means to obtain, and to maintain the most faithful belief base. In particular an agent has to be able to incorporate new pieces of information, and to correct the incorrect beliefs when she detect them. Therefore the information dynamics is one of the major components of any autonomous agent.
Common belief change operators are revision operators [2, 16] , update operators [17] and merging operators [20] . In order to give a quick overview of these operators, let us briefly describe these operators informally, and let us illustrate each operator with an example of the kind of situation that this operator is supposed to model:
-Revision operators aim to model the process of accommodating a new piece of evidence that is more reliable than the current beliefs of the agent. In belief revision the world is static, it is the beliefs of the agents that evolve.
Example 1 (Revision) John knew Linda 1 with both were PhD students in Philosophy in a very prestigious university. He remembers Linda's activism in feminism and her brilliant record. Both obtain their PhD degree at the same time. Since then, five years after, John has no news from Linda. However, he thinks that Linda is for sure an activist in feminism and that she occupies an excellent position in a Philosophy Department of one prestigious university. John met Peter, a common classmate, who says him that, surprisingly, Linda is now a bank teller. With this new piece of information John revise his beliefs and he thinks now that Linda is a bank teller who keeps her feminist activism.
-Update operators aim to model the process of the information evolution in a changing world. In belief update the new piece of evidence denotes a change in the world. The world is dynamic, and those (observed) changes modify the beliefs of the agent.
Example 2 (Update) Suppose we have five books, B 1 , B 2 , . . . , B 5 in a room. 2 There is also a table in the room. The books may be on or of the table. We know that either B 1 is the only book on the table or only B 3 , B 4 and B 5 are on the table. A robot comes to the room with the instruction to put all the books on the table or remove all the books from the table. In such a case using update leads to the following belief base: all the books are on the table or there are no books on the table. But if one uses a (common) revision operator 3 on this example, the result will be that there are no books on the table.
-Merging operators aim to model the process of finding the beliefs which can be associated to a group of agents, from the beliefs of each agent of this group. As for belief revision, the world is considered static, the problem is the combination of different pieces of information about this (static) world. Example 3 (Merging) Margot believes that dolphins are mammals. Sofia believes that dolphins are fishes and that someone that has a sonar system can move without problems in the dark. Agathe believes that dolphins are mammals and that they have a sonar system. By merging these beliefs, it seems sensible for the group to accept as beliefs that dolphins have a sonar system, and can move in the dark. There is some conflict about the fact that dolphins are mammals or fishes. But if one uses majority to solve this conflict, the group then accepts that dolphins are mammals.
Of course, they are various representation languages one can use in order to represent the beliefs, goals, desires, etc. of an agent. One way that has proved very useful is propositional logic. We focus on this case in this work and we present the now classical belief revision operators of the Alchourrón, Gärdenfors amd Makinson (AGM) framework [2] in finite propositional logic in the style of Katsuno and Mendelzon [16] . This approach has the advantage of allowing a clear comparison between different kinds of operators defined in the area of belief dynamics. Another important advantage of this approach is to yield semantical representation theorems which, from one hand, gives a deep understanding of operators and, from the other hand, gives constructive methods for building operators.
Until now, one may have noticed some differences and similarities between these operators. One of the main goals of this work is to establish in a clear and distinct manner the relationships between them. Actually, this will be particularly clear when looking at the technical definitions and representations theorems. There are close relationship between revision [2, 10, 16] and KM update operators [17] . The first ones looking at the beliefs of the agents globally, the second ones looking at them locally 4 (this sentence will be made formally clear in the paper). There is also a close connection between revision and merging operators. In fact revision operators can be seen as particular cases of merging operators [20] . These links are represented in Fig. 1 .
Looking at Fig. 1 one natural question that naturally comes to mind is to wonder if there is some operation that can fill the empty square (Several sources × Local). So basically we are looking at an operator that is to merging what update is to revision. Or, the other way round, for an operator that is to update what merging is to revision. We call confluence such operators. Their precise definition, the study of their properties and interrelations with other operators will be the goals of this work.
Let us illustrate the need of such confluence operators on an example. We therefore propose in this paper the definition of confluence operators. We propose a set of postulates for confluence operators, and a representation theorem in terms of pre-orders on interpretations. We study the (expected) links between confluence, merging, and update operators. We provide a constructive way to define confluence operators, illustrate their behaviour on an example, and finally we discuss some perspectives of future work on the use of these operators in conciliation processes.
This example shows the typical use of confluence operators: such operators have to be used when we want to combine information (beliefs/goals) coming from several sources, when this information can still evolve in the future, either because the different agent can still change their mind (by refining their base), or because we only have at the moment of the combination an approximation (i.e., a logically weaker view) of their base. Confluence operators allow to not discard any potential combination result.
Update operators can be considered as a local version of revision operators. Revision operators act globally on the base, whereas update operators act locally, model by model. One consequence of this is that if K 1 implies K 2 , then the result of the update of the K 1 by a new piece of information μ will imply the result of the update of the K 2 by μ. Whereas this property does not hold for revision. Similarly Confluence operators are a local version of Merging operators. We will see in Section 3.1 (Corollary 1) that there is the same kind of distinction for confluence with respect to merging: If a profile E 1 implies E 2 , then the confluence of E 1 will implies the confluence of E 2 , where there is no such property with merging.
The structure of this paper is as follows. Section 2 introduces the needed notations and the definitions of revision, update and merging operators. We recall there briefly the respective representation theorems in terms of pre-orders on interpretations. We give also in this section some relationships between revision, update and merging operators. Section 3 introduces formally the confluence operators. We establish a representation theorem for these operators, and we show some links between confluence and update and merging operators. Section 4 introduces a family of confluence operators based on distances, and illustrate their behaviour on a detailed example. In Section 5 we end with some concluding remarks and some perspectives of future work. For the sake of readability, the proofs of the new results are given in an Appendix.
Preliminaries and brief state of art in knowledge dynamics

Notation
We consider a propositional language L defined from a finite set of propositional variables P and the standard connectives.
An interpretation ω is a total function from P to {0, 1}. The set of all interpretations is denoted by W. An interpretation ω is a model of a formula ϕ ∈ L if and only if it makes it true in the usual truth functional way. mod(ϕ) denotes the set of models of the formula ϕ, i.e., mod(ϕ) = {ω ∈ W | ω |= ϕ}. When M is a set of models we denote by ϕ M a formula such that mod(ϕ M ) = M. When M is a singleton, say M = {ω}, we use ϕ ω instead of ϕ {ω} .
A belief base K is a finite set of propositional formulae. In order to simplify the notations we identify the base K with the formula ϕ which is the conjunction of the formulae of K. 5 A prof ile is a non-empty multi-set (bag) of bases = {ϕ 1 , . . . , ϕ n } (hence different agents are allowed to exhibit identical bases), and represents a group of n agents. For the sake of simplicity we will assume that each base in a profile is consistent. We denote by the conjunction of bases of = {ϕ 1 , . . . , ϕ n }, i.e., = ϕ 1 ∧ . . . ∧ ϕ n . A profile is said to be consistent if and only if is consistent. The multi-set union 6 is denoted by , A profile = {ϕ 1 , . . . , ϕ n } is complete if all its bases are complete, i.e., ∀ϕ i ∈ , ϕ i is complete.
A binary relation ≤ over W is said to be a preorder if it is transitive and reflexive. When the preorder ≤ is total (i.e., for any ω and ω in W, ω ≤ ω or ω ≤ ω) we call it a total preorder. The strict relation < associated to a preorder ≤ is defined by ω < ω iff ω ≤ ω and ω ≤ ω.
Revision
Belief revision aims at changing the status of some beliefs in the base that are contradicted by a more reliable piece of information. Three main principles govern this revision operation. In priority order: -First, the primacy of update principle: the new piece of information has to be accepted in the belief base after the revision. This is due to the hypothesis that the new piece of information is more reliable than the current beliefs of the agent.
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-Second, the principle of coherence: the new belief base after the revision should be a consistent belief base. Asking the beliefs of the agent to be consistent is a natural requirement if one wants the agent to conduct reasoning tasks from her belief base. -Third, the principle of minimal change: the new belief base after the revision should be as close as possible from the current belief base of the agent. This important principle aims at ensuring that no unnecessary information (noise) is added to the beliefs of the agent during the revision process, and that no unnecessary information is lost during the process: information/beliefs are usually costly to obtain, we do not want to throw them away without any serious reason.
Alchourrón et al. [2] proposed some postulates in order to formalize these principles for belief revision. When one works with a finite propositional language the AGM postulates are equivalent to the following ones, proposed by Katsuno and Mendelzon:
Definition 1 [16] Let ϕ and μ be two formulas denoting respectively the belief base of the agent, and a new piece of information. Then ϕ • μ is a formula representing the new belief base of the agent. An operator • is an AGM belief revision operator if it satisfies the following properties:
states that the new piece of information must be believed after the revision. (R2) says that when there is no conflict between the new piece of information and the current beliefs of the agent, the revision is just the conjunction. (R3) says that revision always lead to a consistent belief base, unless the new piece of information is not consistent. (R4) is an irrelevance of syntax condition, it states that logically equivalent bases must lead to the same result. (R5) and (R6) give conditions on the revision by a conjunction.
Alchourrón et al. also defined contraction operators, that aim to remove some piece of information from the beliefs of the agent. These contraction operators are closely related to revision operators, since each contraction operator can be used to define a revision operator, through the Levy identity and conversely each revision operator can be used to define a contraction operator through the Harper identity [2, 10] . So one can study indifferently revision or contraction operators. So we focus on revision here.
Several representation theorems, that give constructive ways to define AGM revision/contraction operators, have been proposed, such as partial meet contraction/revision [2] , epistemic entrenchments [10, 11] , safe contraction [1] , etc. In [16] , Katsuno and Mendelzon give a representation theorem, showing that each revision operator corresponds to a faithful assignment, that associates to each base a plausibility preorder on interpretations (this idea can be traced back to Grove systems of spheres [12] ).
Definition 2 A faithful assignment is a function mapping each base ϕ to a pre-order ≤ ϕ over interpretations such that:
Theorem 1 [16] An operator • is an AGM revision operator (ie. it satisf ies (R1)-(R6)) if and only if there exists a faithful assignment that maps each base ϕ to a total pre-order
Let us look now how to formalize the revision example given in the introduction:
Example 5 (Example 1 more formally) We represent the beliefs ϕ of John about Linda with the propositional formula f ∧ a, where f stands for activist in feminism and a stands for academic position. For the sake of simplicity let us represent that bank teller, the new piece of information μ, is represented by ¬a. Thus the problem is to revise f ∧ a by ¬a. We can use the Dalal revision operator [7] , using Hamming distance between interpretations (d(ω, ω ) is the number of propositional variables in which ω and ω differs) for defining a faithful assignment (ϕ →≤ ϕ ) in the following way:
It is easy to show that this assignment is a faithful assignment and then from Theorem 1, we have mod(ϕ
, which means that Linda is a feminist activist and a bank teller.
The kind of revision operators, defined by means of a distance, has been studied and characterized by Schlechta et al. [30] and Lehmann et al. [24] .
Update
Whereas belief revision should be used to improve the (incorrect) beliefs of the agent by incorporating more reliable pieces of evidence, belief update operators aim at maintaining the belief base of the agent up-to-date, by allowing to modify the base according to a reported change in the world. This distinction between revision and update was made clear in [17] , where Katsuno and Mendelzon proposed postulates for belief update.
Definition 3 [17] An operator is a (partial) update operator if it satisfies the properties (U1)-(U8). It is a total update operator if it satisfies the properties (U1)-(U5), (U8) and (U9).
Most of these postulates are close to the ones of revision. The main differences lie in postulate (U2) that is much weaker than (R2): conversely to revision, even if the new piece of information is consistent with the belief base, the result is generally not simply the conjunction. This illustrates the fact that revision can be seen as a selection process of the most plausible worlds of the current beliefs with respect to the new piece information, whereas update is a transition process: each world of the current beliefs have to be translated to the closest world allowed by the new piece of information. This world-by-world treatment is expressed by postulate (U8).
As for revision, there is a representation theorem in terms of faithful assignment.
Definition 4
A faithful assignment is a function mapping each interpretation ω to a pre-order ≤ ω over interpretations such that if ω = ω , then ω < ω ω .
One can easily check that this faithful assignment on interpretations is just a special case of the faithful assignment on bases defined in the previous section, when considering the complete bases corresponding to the interpretations.
Katsuno and Mendelzon give two representation theorems for update operators. The first representation theorem, that is the most commonly used, corresponds to partial pre-orders. This use of partial pre-order is one of the differences between belief revision and belief update (note nonetheless that postulates for belief revision can also be adapted to modelize assignments giving partial pre-orders [5] ).
Theorem 2 [17] An update operator satisf ies (U1)-(U8) if and only if there exists a faithful assignment that maps each interpretation ω to a partial pre-order
And there is also a second theorem corresponding to total pre-orders.
Theorem 3 [17] An update operator satisf ies (U1)-(U5), (U8) and (U9) if and only if there exists a faithful assignment that maps each interpretation ω to a total pre-order
Notice that with the previous representation theorem is easy to see that postulates (U6) and (U7) follow from (U1)-(U5), (U8) and (U9). Thus, any total update operator is, in particular, a partial update operator.
This characterization of update is quite convincing, but some criticisms can be made that suggest that more elaborate update operators can be studied [15] .
Let us illustrate update operators behavior by coming back to the introduction example:
Example 6 (Example 2 more formally) We consider the propositional variables, the books are on the table or all the books are off the table) .
We use Hamming distance in order to define the faithful assignment ω →≤ ω , similarly to Example 5:
Since mod(ϕ) = {10000, 00111} and mod(μ) = {00000, 11111}, we have mod(
That is, all the books are on the table or there are no books on the table. By contrast, the revision leads to the following situation:
, that is there are no books on the table. But choosing {00000} is strange since one does not know which of 00000 or 11111 the robot chosen.
Note that postulate (U8) captures the local nature of these operators. Actually, we have the following:
Proposition 1 Suppose satisf ies (U4) and (U8). If ϕ ϕ then ϕ μ ϕ μ.
This property illustrates the locality property of update. As said in the introduction, revision operators, that work globally on the base do not satisfy this property.
Merging
Merging operators [3, 4, 25, 26, 29] should be used when one wants to combine several belief bases, or wants to take into account several pieces of information of same reliability.
Belief merging operators aim at aggregating several bases into a single one. The most basic case is when all the bases have the same strength/importance (see [8] for a discussion on prioritized merging). Often the aggregation has to obey a set of rules, that can be a translation of physical laws or of some knowledge about the result, that form the integrity constraints for the merging. Let us see the postulates for Integrity Constraints merging operators:
Definition 5 [20] Let be a profile and μ be a formula encoding integrity constraints. Then μ ( ) represents the merging of the profile under the integrity constraints μ. An operator is an IC merging operator if it satisfies the following properties:
These postulates are quite close to the ones of revision. The ones that specifically talk about aggregation are (IC4), (IC5) and (IC6). (IC4) is a fairness postulate, that expresses the fact that all the bases have the same importance/weight, so when merging two such bases one can not give more importance to one of them. (IC5) and (IC6) talk about the result of the merging when we join two groups. (IC5) states that all that is common in the merging of the two groups must be selected if we join the two groups. And (IC6) strengthen this condition by asking that the merging obtained when we join the two groups have to be exactly what is commonly chosen by the two groups. These two postulates correspond to well known Pareto conditions (see conditions 5 and 6 of the syncretic assignment).
There is also a representation theorem for merging operators in terms of preorders on interpretations [20] .
Definition 6
A syncretic assignment is a function mapping each profile to a total pre-order ≤ over interpretations such that:
See [21] for a detailed explanation of these properties.
Theorem 4 [20] An operator is an IC merging operator if and only if there exists a syncretic assignment that maps each prof ile to a total pre-order
Let us illustrate the behavior of merging operator on the merging example of the introduction:
Example 7 (Example 3 more formally) Let us denote by m the fact that dolphins are mammals. We represent the fact that dolphins are fishes by ¬m. Let us denote by s the fact that dolphins have a sonar system, and by d the fact that one can move without difficulty in the dark. Then we can translate the beliefs of the three girls. Margot believes that dolphins are mammals, so ϕ M = m. Sofia believes that dolphins are fishes and that someone that have a sonar system can move without difficulty in the dark, so ϕ S = ¬m ∧ (s → d). And Agathe believes that dolphins are mammals and that they have a sonar system, so ϕ A = m ∧ s. So the profile is = {ϕ M , ϕ S , ϕ A }, and there are no integrity constraints for the result, so μ = . Now if one use the merging operator [20] , that is defined through the following syncretic assignment:
That means that the group beliefs are that dolphins are mammals, that have a sonar systems, and that can move without difficulty in the dark.
On the links between revision, update and merging
Let us see now what are the links between revision and update and between revision and merging. First, we begin with the links between revision and update.
Intuitively revision operators bring a minimal change to the base by selecting the most plausible models among the models of the new information. Whereas update operators bring a minimal change to each possible world (model) of the base in order to take into account the change described by the new infomation whatever the possible world. So, if we look closely to the representation theorems (Theorems 1, 2 and 3), we easily find the following result:
Theorem 5 If
• is a revision operator (i.e., it satisf ies (R1)-(R6)), then the operator def ined by ϕ μ = ω|=ϕ ϕ ω • μ is an update operator that satisf ies (U1)-(U9).
So this proposition states that update can be viewed as a kind of pointwise (model by model) revision. Now, we give some links between revision and merging. Intuitively revision operators select in a formula (the new evidence) the closest information to a ground information (the old base). And, identically, IC merging operators select in a formula (the integrity constraints) the closest information to a ground information (a profile of bases). So following this idea it is easy to make a correspondence between IC merging operators and belief revision operators:
Theorem 6 [20] If is an IC merging operator (it satisf ies (IC0)-(IC8)), then the operator
See [20] for more links between belief revision and merging. 
Confluence operators
As explained in the previous section, there are close connections between revision, update and merging. Update can be considered as a pointwise revision, and merging as a generalization of revision for several bases. So, as illustrated in Fig. 2 , one can define confluence operators [22] that can be considered as a pointwise merging, and as a generalization of update for several bases. These new operators are more cautious than merging operators. This suggest that they can be used as a first step of a conciliation process [18] , that are a kind of abstract negotiation operators (see [6, 18, 27, 28, 32] ), in order to find all the possible results of a conciliation process. See Section 5 for an illustration.
In order to illustrate the need for these new operators and also the difference of behaviour between merging and confluence we revisited Example 4 given in the introduction.
Example 8 Mary and Peter are planning to buy a car. Mary does not like a German car nor an expensive car. She likes small cars. Peter hesitates between a German, expensive but small car or a car which is not German, nor expensive and is a big car. Taking three propositional variables German_car, Expensive_car and Small_car in this order, Mary's desires are represented by mod(A) = {001} and Peter's desires by mod(B) = {111, 000}. Most of the merging operators 8 give as solution a formula whose models are {001, 000}. That is the same solution obtained when we suppose that Peter's desires are only a car which is not German nor expensive but a big car (mod(B ) = {000}). The confluence operators will take into account the disjunctive nature of Peter's desires in a better manner and they will incorporate also the interpretations that are a trade-off between 001 and 111. For instance, the worlds 011 and 101 will be also in the solution if one use the confluence operator Q dH ,Gmax (defined in Section 4).
This kind of operators is particularly adequate when the base describes a situation that is not perfectly known, or that can evolve in the future. For instance Peter's desires can either be imperfectly known (he wants one of the two still possible situations but we do not know which one), or can evolve in the future (he will choose later between the two situations). In these situations the solutions proposed by confluence operators will be more adequate than the one proposed by merging operators. The solutions proposed by the confluence operators can be seen as all possible agreements in a conciliation (abstract negotiation) process.
Definition 7
An operator Q is a confluence operator if it satisfies the following properties: 
Some of the (UC) postulates are exactly the same as (IC) ones, just like some (U) postulates for update are exactly the same as (R) ones for revision.
In
fact, (UC0), (UC3), (UC5) and (UC7) are exactly the same as the corresponding (IC) postulates. So the specificity of confluence operators lies in postulates (UC1), (UC2), (UC6), (UC8) and (UC9). (UC1) tells us about consistency of the result. (UC2), (UC4), (UC6) and (UC8) are close to the corresponding (IC)
postulates, but hold for complete profiles only. The present formulation of (UC2) is quite similar to formulation of (U2) for update. Note that in the case of a complete profile the hypothesis of (UC2) is equivalent to ask coherence with the constraints, i.e., the hypothesis of (IC2). Postulates (UC8) and (UC9) are the main difference with merging postulates, and correspond also to the main difference between revision and KM update operators. (UC9) is the most important postulate, that defines confluence operators as pointwise agregation, just like (U8) defines update operators as pointwise revision. This will be expressed more formally in the next subsection (see Lemma 1).
Representation theorem for confluence operators
In order to state the representation theorem for confluence operators, we first have to be able to "localize" the problem. For update this is done by looking to each model of the base, instead of looking at the base (set of models) as a whole. So for "localizing" the aggregation process, we have to find what is the local view of a profile. That is what we call a state.
Definition 8 A multi-set of interpretations will be called a state. We use the letter e, possibly with subscripts, for denoting states. If = {ϕ 1 , . . . , ϕ n } is a profile and e = {ω 1 , . . . , ω n } is a state such that ω i |= ϕ i for each i, we say that e is a state of the profile , or that the state e models the profile , that will be denoted by e |= . If e = {ω 1 , . . . , ω n } is a state, we define the profile e by putting e = {ϕ ω1 , . . . , ϕ ωn }.
State is an interesting notion. If we consider each base as the current point of view (goals) of the corresponding agent (that can be possibly strengthened in the future) then states are all possible conciliation (negotiation) starting points.
States are the points of interest for confluence operators (like interpretations are for update), as stated in the following important Lemma:
Lemma 1 If Q satisf ies (UC3) and (UC9) then Q satisf ies the following
Defining profile entailment by putting iff every state of is a state of , the previous Lemma has as a corollary the following result which is capturing exactly the local nature of confluence operators:
Corollary 1 If Q is a conf luence operator then it is monotonic in the prof iles, that means that if then Q μ ( ) Q μ ( ).
This monotony property, that is not true in the case of merging operators, shows one of the big differences between merging and confluence operators. Remark that there is a corresponding monotony property for update (see Proposition 1).
Like revision's faithful assignments that have to be "localized" to interpretations for update, merging's syncretic assignments have to be localized to states for confluence.
Definition 9
A distributed assignment is a function mapping each state e to a total pre-order ≤ e over interpretations such that:
The conditions 3 and 4 are similar to Pareto conditions in Social Choice Theory they express the deep relations between the "individual" preorders ≤ ei and the "social" preorder ≤ e1 e2 . Now we can state the main result of this paper, that is the representation theorem for confluence operators.
Theorem 7 An operator Q is a conf luence operator if and only if there exists a distributed assignment that maps each state e to a total pre-order
≤ e such that mod(Q μ ( )) = e|= min(mod(μ), ≤ e )(1)
Confluence vs update and merging
So now we are able to state the proposition that shows that update is a special case of confluence, just as revision is a special case of merging.
Theorem 8 If Q is a conf luence operator (i.e., it satisf ies (UC0)-(UC9)), then the operator , def ined as ϕ μ = Q μ (ϕ), is an update operator (i.e., it satisf ies (U1)-(U9)).
Concerning merging operators, one can easily see that the restriction of a syncretic assignment to a complete profile is a distributed assignment. From that we obtain the following result (the one corresponding to Theorem 5):
Theorem 9 If is an IC merging operator (i.e., it satisf ies (IC0)-(IC8)) then the operator Q def ined by
is a conf luence operator (i.e., it satisf ies (UC0)-(UC9)).
As a corollary of the representation theorem we obtain the following
Corollary 2 If Q is a conf luence operator then the following property holds: If μ and is consistent then
∧ μ Q μ ( )
But unlike merging operators, we don't have generally
Note that this "half of (IC2)" property is similar to the "half of (R2)" satisfied by update operators.
This corollary is interesting since it underlines an important difference between merging and confluence operators. If all the bases agree (i.e., if their conjunction is consistent), then a merging operator gives as result exactly the conjunction, whereas a confluence operator will give this conjunction plus additional results. This is useful if the bases represent uncertain information about the agent's current or future state of mind.
General construction of confluence operators based on distances
In this section, a general construction of confluence operators based on distances on worlds and aggregation functions is provided. After that the behaviour of confluence operators is illustrated on an example.
Definition 10 A pseudo-distance
9 between interpretations is a total function d : W× W → R + s.t. for any ω, ω ∈ W:
A widely used distance between interpretations is the Dalal distance [7] , denoted d H , that is the Hamming distance between interpretations (the number of propositional variables on which the two interpretations differ).
Definition 11
An (symmetric) aggregation function f is a total function associating a nonnegative real number to every finite tuple of nonnegative real numbers such that for any x 1 , . . . , x n , x, y ∈ R + :
Well known aggregation functions are for instance max, sum, or leximax (Gmax) 10 [20] . We are going to define operators using two parameters: a pseudo-distance and an aggregation function. Under certain very natural conditions on the aggregation functions these operators will be confluence operators as we will see below.
Definition 12 (Distance-based operators) Let d be a pseudo-distance between interpretations and f be an aggregation function. The result Q d, f μ ( ), of changing the profile given the integrity constraints μ is defined by:
where the pre-order ≤ e on W induced by e is defined by: , ω 1 ) . . . , d(ω, ω n ) ) with e = {ω 1 , . . . , ω n }.
and only if d(ω, e) ≤ d(ω , e), where
Let us define two additional properties for aggregation functions [19] :
These properties are very natural. Composition says that if we add a same value to two different profiles, then it does not change their (aggregated) value order. Decomposition is the opposite property stating that removing a same value from two different profiles does not change their value order.
Theorem 10 Let d be a pseudo-distance and f be an aggregation function. If the aggregation function f satisf ies composition and decomposition, then the distancebased operator Q d, f is a conf luence operator (i.e., it satisf ies (UC0)-(UC9)).
The previous theorem gives sufficient conditions on aggregation function to obtain a distance-based confluence operator. In order to establish a full characterization of properties on aggregation functions determining distance-based confluence operators we need to circumscribe a class of numbers definable with a distance. This is the purpose of the next definition.
Definition 13
Let d be a pseudo-distance. Let x, y be two vectors of nonnegative real numbers of the same size (say n) and z a nonnegative real number. We say that the triple x, y, z is d-realizable iff there are worlds ω, ω , ω , ω 1 ,. . . , ω n such that:
Let us now state the result on the links between the properties of the confluence operator and the ones of the aggregation function.
Theorem 11 Let d be a pseudo-distance and f be an aggregation function. Then the distance-based operator Q d, f is a conf luence operator (i.e., it satisf ies (UC0)-(UC9)) if and only if the aggregation function f satisf ies d-composition and d-decomposition.
It is easy to check that the functions and Gmax are aggregations functions satisfying composition and decomposition. Therefore, as a corollary of Theorem 10, we have the following result:
Theorem 12 Let d be any distance, Q d, and Q d,Gmax are conf luence operators (i.e., they satisfy (UC0)-(UC9)).
The following example illustrates the behavior of the operators built using the previous definition.
Example 9 Let us consider a profile = {ϕ 1 , ϕ 2 , ϕ 3 , ϕ 4 } and an integrity constraint μ defined on a propositional language built over four symbols, as follows: mod(μ) = W \ {0110, 1010, 1100, 1110}, mod(ϕ 1 ) = mod(ϕ 2 ) = {1111, 1110}, mod(ϕ 3 ) = {0000}, and mod(ϕ 4 ) = {1110, 0110}.
The computations for the operators Q dH , and Q dH ,Gmax , that use respectively the sum and the leximax as aggregation function, and that both use the Hamming distance d H are reported in Table 1 . The shadowed lines correspond to the interpretations rejected by the integrity constraints. Thus the result has to be taken among The bold entries correspond to the minimal values by columns the interpretations that are not shadowed. The states that model the profile are the following ones: e 1 = {1111, 1111, 0000, 1110}, e 2 = {1111, 1111, 0000, 0110}, e 3 = {1111, 1110, 0000, 1110}, e 4 = {1110, 1111, 0000, 0110}, e 5 = {1110, 1110, 0000, 1110}, e 6 = {1110, 1110, 0000, 0110}.
For each interpretation, the table gives the distance between the interpretation and the four interpretations that appear in the different states (first four columns), then the distance between the interpretation and each state for the aggregation function, and for the Gmax one. So one can then look at the best interpretations for each state (i.e., the ones with minimal aggregated value). So there is a cross in the last column if this interpretation is selected (by at least one state) for the Q dH ,Gmax operator, and similarly there is a cross in the next-to-the-last column if the interpretation is selected by Q dH , . So for instance for Q 
Conclusion and perspectives
In this paper, we investigated the links between revision, update and merging operators, and illustrated the lack of one operator in this picture, we introduced confluence operators, that are to merging what update operators are to revision (or, symmetrically confluence operators can be considered to be to update, what merging operators are to revision). We proposed a set of postulates for characterizing these confluence operators and a representation theorem in terms of pre-orders on interpretations. We showed that we obtained the expected links with update and merging operators and we provided a way to build concrete confluence operators.
A first perspective of this work comes from the remark that update operators are mostly known using partial pre-orders, whereas our confluence operators use total pre-orders. So it could be interesting to see if a partial version (i.e., where the corresponding faithful assignment works with partial pre-orders instead of total ones) of confluence operators can be defined.
As another perspective we finally want to discuss the possible use of confluence operators in a process of conciliation (abstract negotiation) [18] between agents having different points of view (goals or desires).
We think that the output of a confluence operator can be considered as all the possible outcomes in a conciliation process between agents. In such a process the number of outcomes is usually big. Thus, in order to reduce the research space of solutions in a conciliation process, one would like a rational method for selecting only some of these possible outcomes. We provide such a method in this section. We think that the study of such methods is an interesting topic of its own, so the proposed method in this section has just to be considered as an illustration and a starting point for future research.
In order to motivate the definition of our selection method let us come back to Example 9. The result of the confluence operator (Q d, and Q d,Gmax in Example 9) is the set of interpretations that are selected by at least one state. No distinction is made on the number of times an interpretation is selected. Let us look at Table 1 , concerning the two interpretations 0011, 0100 selected as outcome of Q d,Gmax : whereas 0011 is selected by only one state (e 2 ), the interpretation 0100 is selected by four states (e 3 ,e 4 ,e 5 ,e 6 ) out of six. So this outcome should be considered as more plausible than 0011.
Hence the selection method idea is to consider how often each outcomes are selected by the different states. Let us see this on Table 2 .
On this table we can see that for Q d, the interpretation 1111 is selected by 5 states out of 6. And for Q d,Gmax the interpretation 0100 is selected by 4 states out of 6. To justify the use of these numbers, one can consider our first interpretation of confluence operators: Suppose that the belief bases provided by the agents are an uncertain approximation of the point of view of each agent. Each agent will finally defend one position (complete formula), but we do not know which one. The only think we know is that it will be one of the positions allowed by the corresponding belief base. In this case we can use a principle of insufficient reason, and suppose that there is an equiprobability on the choice of the final position defended by the agent. So this means that the probability of each state to finally occur is also an equiprobability. In particular, the more states select a given interpretations as possible outcome, the more plausible is this outcome.
Let us define this method formally:
Definition 15 Let Q be a confluence operator. Let be a profile and ω be an interpretation, define
Then the majoritarian conf luence operator Q + is defined as:
Clearly with this definition we obtain on Example 9 mod(Q + d, These operators are interesting since they allow to obtain much more precise results than the corresponding confluence operators, but this has to be paid by the lost of UC9. Considering these operators, or related ones, based on a selection of a subset of the interpretations selected by the confluence operators, as conciliation operators seem promising. We plan to investigate more this issue, and the links with other works on abstract negotiation [6, 18, 27, 28, 32] . Table 2 Number of times the models of the constraints are selected by the states using 
Appendix: Proofs
Proof of Lemma 1 We proceed by induction on k, the number of states satisfying the profile. Suppose = {ϕ 1 , . . . , ϕ n }. If the number of states of , k, is equal to 1, then there are ω 1 , . . . , ω n , ω n+1 such that ϕ i ≡ ϕ ωi , for i = 1, . . . , n. Then by (UC3),
The last equality holds because the unique state satisfying is (ω 1 , . . . , ω n ). Now suppose the claim holds for all the profiles having at most k states and suppose that has k + 1 states. Necessarily there is a ϕ i in such that |mod(ϕ i )| ≥ 2. Without loss of generality we can suppose i = n. Then there are formulas ϕ, ϕ such that ϕ n ≡ ϕ ∨ ϕ and mod(ϕ) ∩ mod(ϕ ) = ∅. 
By induction hypothesis,
But note that {e : e |= } = {e : e |= 1 } ∪ {e : e |= 2 }, thus we have
and by transitivity
Proof of Theorem 7
(Only if part) Let Q be a confluence operator. Let us define a distributed assignment as follows: for each state e we define a total pre-order ≤ e by putting ∀ω, ω ∈ W ω ≤ e ω if and only if ω |= Q ϕ {ω,ω } ( e ). Note that, in virtue of (UC3), the definition of ≤ e does not depends on the (syntactic) choice of ϕ {ω,ω } . First we show that ≤ e is a total pre-order: Transitivity Assume that ω ≤ e ω and ω ≤ e ω and suppose towards a contradiction that ω e ω . As ≤ e is total, this means ω < e ω, so by definition Q ϕ {ω,ω } ( e ) ≡ ϕ {ω } . By (UC7) we find that Q ϕ {ω,ω ,ω } ( e ) ∧ ϕ {ω,ω } Q ϕ {ω,ω } ( e ). We consider two cases: 
In the first case by (UC7) and (UC8) we conclude that
Contradiction. In the second case by (UC7) and (UC8) we ob-
Contradiction.
In case is not pconsistent, previous equation follows in a straightforward way of postulate (UC1) part (b). Now we consider the case in which is p-consistent. First for the inclusion mod(Q μ ( )) ⊆ e|= min(mod(ω)), ≤ e ) assume that ω |= Q μ ( ) and suppose towards a contradiction that ω ∈ e|= min(mod(μ), ≤ e ). So we can find for each e a ω |= μ s.t. ω < e ω, then ω |= Q ϕ {ω,ω } ( e ). Since Q μ ( ) ∧ ϕ {ω,ω } is consistent, from (UC7) and (UC8) we have
For the other inclusion mod(Q μ ( )) ⊇ e|= min(mod(μ), ≤ e ), suppose that ∃e |= such that ω ∈ min(mod(μ), ≤ e ). We want to show that ω |= Q μ ( ). Since ω ∈ min(mod(μ), ≤ e ), ∀ω |= μ, ω ≤ e ω and so ω |= Q ϕ {ω,ω } ( e ). Since Q μ ( e ) ∧ ϕ {ω,ω } is consistent from (UC7) and (UC8) we have
, by the previous equivalence, ω |= Q μ ( e ), and, by Lemma 1 (note that here we find the utilization of (UC9)) this implies that ω |= Q μ ( ).
It remains to verify the conditions of the distributed assignment:
1 Consider ω and define e = {ω, . . . , ω}. So as e ≡ ϕ {ω} , e ϕ {ω,ω } , then by (UC2) e ≡ Q ϕ {ω,ω } ( e ). So mod(Q ϕ {ω,ω } ( e )) = {ω}. So ω < e ω . 2 Since that ≤ {ω,ω } is a total preorder, in order to prove ω {ω,ω } ω , it is enough to see that ω ≤ {ω,ω } ω ⇔ ω ≤ {ω,ω } ω. Take μ = ϕ {ω,ω } and e = {ω, ω }. Then ϕ {ω} μ and ϕ {ω } μ. 
is consistent, and that μ. So for any ω |= , we have e = {ω, . . . , ω} |= . By condition 1 we deduce that ω ∈ min(mod(μ), ≤ e ). So
and so ∀ω |= μ ω ≤ e1 ω . We have in the same way ∃e 2 |= 2 such that ∀ω |= μ ω ≤ e2 ω . So by condition 2 we have that ω . So ∀ω |= μ 1 ∧ μ 2 ω ≤ e ω , so ω |= Q μ 1 ∧μ 2 ( ). (UC8) Assume that Q μ 1 ( ) ∧ μ 2 is consistent, so ∃ω |= Q μ 1 ( ) ∧ μ 2 . Consider ω |= Q μ 1 ∧μ 2 ( ) and suppose that ω |= Q μ 1 ( ) ∧ μ 2 . As ω |= μ 2 then ω |= Q μ 1 ( ). As is a complete profile then there is a unique state e for this profile, and ω < e ω. As ω |= μ 1 ∧ μ 2 then ω / ∈ min(mod(μ 1 ∧ μ 2 ), ≤ e ). Thus ω |= Q μ 1 ∧μ 2 ( ). Contradiction. (UC4) Suppose that ϕ and ϕ are complete formulas such that ϕ μ, ϕ μ, and Q μ (ϕ ϕ ) ∧ ϕ ⊥, we want to show that Q μ (ϕ ϕ ) ∧ ϕ ⊥. Since ϕ and ϕ are complete formulas by UC3, we can suppose that ϕ = ϕ {ω} and ϕ = ϕ {ω } . Let e = (ω, ω ). From the assumption Q μ ( e ) ∧ ϕ {ω} ⊥, it is easy to see by UC7, UC8 and UC3 that Q μ ( e ) ∧ ϕ {ω,ω } ≡ Q ϕ {ω,ω } ( e ) ( * ) and since ω |= Q μ ( e ), ω |= Q ϕ {ω,ω } ( e ). By the condition 2, the fact that That is exactly ω < e1 e2 ω .
Proof of Theorem 11
The proof of the if part is similar to Theorem 10's proof. 
Only if
Proof of Theorem 13
The first part of the Theorem is an easy verification. It remains to see the that UC9 does not hold. In order to see that, note that a confluence operator Q and its majoritarian confluence operator Q + coincide on complete profiles. It is easy then to check on Example 9, that mod(Q + d, μ ( e6 )) = {0010, 0100}, and these two interpretations are not included in mod(Q + d, μ ( )) = {1111}. That should be the case by Lemma 1 if UC9 was satisfied by Q +.
